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Why our bikes?
First of all we are bike riders ourselves, so we
know what bikers want.
Almost 15 years of bike design, manufacturing
and test makes the difference, as well as a
successfull partnership with bike rental points
and bike tour operators.
Fast and reliable first class service, internal
CNC workshop, assembly line and testing is a
guarantee for high performance and durable
bikes.
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Our target is
• transform an idea into a product
• develop a certified production process
• implement and scale-up the process for mass
production thanks to an expertise focused
entirely on advanced industrial automation
and leveraging over 15+ years of experience in
mechanical applications.

Shop
Passionate Cyclists
We are constantly looking for useful and trendy
innovations that make life more comfortable
cycling, exciting or just more fun. All products
are carefully selected by us and tested to ensure
your cycling. First of all we are passionate and
enthusiastic Cyclists and this is the main reason
for our wide popularity.
At our shop you’ll find a very wide range of
Bike’s brands.
Our focus is on quality, and this is because we
are authorized dealers of:
TREKBIKES, SCOTT, CANNONDALE, HAIBIKE,
CUBE beside our own brand manufacturing of
MATHITECH Bikes.
Mathitech Shop is always up to date for what
concerns Technology. This is the reason why we
are a reference in E Bikes, most Technological
parts and so on.
At Mathitech you can find a wide range of
accessories, parts, bike apparel and so on.

At the same time, Mathitech offers SKI Service and SKI, Head Brand mainly.
Our Top Man in this specialty is Ales, who is also a well known Ski trainer.

Our Team will
• advise you professionally and competently
• choose with you a loan material appropriate to your performance level
• perform a thorough sports equipment analysis for an individual preparation
• create a detailed service order with you
• adjust the binding carefully, conscientiously and in a match with the standard according to your core data
So come to Mathitech and you will feel very comfortable to snow too.

Bike Rental Mathitech Sezana
We have bicycles in all models and sizes.
Solid MTB bikes, E-bikes, Road bikes, bikes with child seats, tandems and hybrid tour bikes.
Rent a bike to make the most of your visit to Karst and Slovenia wonderful land.
On the bike you cycle easily, cheap, fast and sustainable from one hotspot to another.
All at your own pace and at your own departure time. Come and visit us and choose the bike that suits
you, or make a reservation in advance.

Service
We love Bikes and take care of
them so much
We offer full range of repairs and maintenance
services in our extensively equipped workshop
facilities.
Experienced technicians with wealth of know-how
and dedication to complete the service to higher
standars.
We pride ourselves on our mechenical expertise,
quality of work and customer satisfaction.
We invite you to come in with your bike and we will
give you a quote on the spot. Our key to service
excellence is that most repairs are completed within
48 hours.
We work on all bikes, not just on bike shop bikes.
What we do
Our repair shop can handle any repair, on any bike
(no matter where you bought it!), from a quick flat
tire fix to an in-depth overhaul of every system on
your bike. We’re proficient with modern technology
plus the classic stuff, so we’re equipped for what you
ride and any repair it may need.
Mathitech shop offers the following service
packages—in addition to a complete range of
repairs—to keep your trusty ride in prime condition,
or to bring a long-neglected bike back to life.
Free tune-up
Every bicycle sold at Mathitech includes a free tuneup. All new bikes go through a normal break-in

period, after which it’s important to check cables and
other parts and readjust as necessary. This can help
increase the longevity and performance of your bike.
Bring in your bike for its free tune-up within 20 hours
of use or 6 months from purchase, whichever comes
first—contact your Mathitech bike shop to schedule
this important (and free!) service.

Service standard
Includes all Standard services on baby bikes, Trekking
bikes MTB Bikes, Road Bike etc.

Service express
Includes all Standard services on baby bikes, Trekking
bikes MTB Bikes, Road Bike etc. required in one day
time.
This kind of express service is not always available,
depending on in line upwards service jobs.

E-bike informatic / electronic service

Mathitech is highly specialized in all kind of service
on E-bikes, as Mathitech is an E-bike manufacturer
too.
The shop is Bosch, Yamaha, Brose, Shimano Step
and Ansmann motors qualified.
Service dedicated to electric and electronic parts,
Software updates, Batteries and light connections,
and similar, is covered by this third level of Service, as
well as each and all the services related to electronic
gear components (Sram E-Tap, Shimano Di2 Series,
FSA Electronic and similar).

